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Abstract— In this paper, we propose a novel approach of
video skimming by exploiting the fusion of video temporal
information and keyword information representation extracted
from multi-model video information including audio, text and
visual indices. In addition, we introduce the brand-safe filtering
and sentiment analysis in order to only reserve the user-friendly
content in the video skim. In the experiment by using the videos
from YouTube-8M dataset, we have proved that the semantic
conservation in the video skim from the proposed approach
highly outperforms the approaches by only partial information
of the video in conserving the semantic content of the video.
Keywords: multi-model information fusion; video skim-ming;
audio and text classification; keyframe extraction

I. INTRODUCTION
As the increasing availability of video information,
through an immense distribution of sources, people need
an automatic system which is capable of analyzing and
processing video information. In the last decade, video
analytic technology has been developed from these aspects:
video shot boundary detection, keyframe extraction[6], motion detection[1] and so on. One of the important tasks is to
concise the video to drop redundant information, in which
the video skim is a successful research topic representing a
brief synopsis of the original video.
Several basic methods of video analysis have been proposed in the last decade. Specific o bject extraction[4][5],
which detects an object from sequential images depending on dynamics features, has been widely used in video
information analysis. Keyframe extraction in video summarization using aggregation mechanism[18] or clustering
algorithm[19]. What’s more, one video summarization approach based on the combination of image and text information has been proposed by M.A. Smith[3]. The authors use
keywords extracted from audio signal and scene detection
information to generate a video skim. However, it mainly
focuses on image information including face detection, text
detection, and scene segmentation, which doesn’t make full
use of audio signal information. Therefore, we try to propose
a novel approach from the aspect of conserving as much as
possible the semantic information of the video, which fuses
all the potential multi-modal video information extracted by
multiple deep learning approaches. Furthermore, we propose
to filtering o ut u ser-unpleasant c ontent w hich l eads t o only
conserve the user-pleasant semantic content by semantic
analysis, because the video skim with unpleasant content
corrupts the application of video skims in many cases.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we propose a novel approach of video skimming, named
as Multi-Sources-Indices(MSI). In the approach of MSI, we
fuse the video information according keyword occurrence
in temporal information with our extraction information
from audio, text including speech and visual information by
multiple deep learning approaches. In Section III, we present
the experimental results by using YouTube-8M [27] dataset
with English subtitles. To verify the quality, we calculate the
similarity score among the video skimming generated with
Multi-Sources-Indices and the original video. We find that
the skimming from the proposed approach has significantly
outperforms the approaches by only one or two video indices,
which means that the proposed approach understand the
video information more efficiently in the aspect of semantic
meaning. Finally, the conclusion is presented in section IV.
II. MSI VIDEO SKIMMING
In this section we propose a video skimming generation
approach, Multi-Sources-Indices (MSI), especially applying
to YouTube videos. MSI inventively proposes to convert each
information type of video into the time-related keywords
information and fuse the information by keyword similarity
considering the temporal information in order to extract
the video skim by considering both semantic meaning and
temporal relation. In order to conform to the current trend of
brand safety in the video industry, we exploit Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) [29] text classification and sentiment
analysis to filter and ensure the brand safety of the final
generated video skim.
We explain the principle to extract the information of each
kind of information of video in Section II-A. Text information extraction including speech text is introduced in Section
II-C. In Section II-B we exploit the existing algorithm videoMMR[14] to extract video keyframes. Finally, we propose
our novel approach of video skimming by fusing the multimodal information of above and using temporal keywords
relations in Section II-D.
A. Audio information extraction
Audio information has a rather influential position in the
increasing digital content that is available today. The increasing availability of audio information, through an immense
distribution of sources, has led to the need for systems
that are capable of automatically analyzing and processing
this information. Audio signal processing is an engineering
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technology that focuses on the computational methods for
intentionally altering sounds, methods that are used in many
musical applications.
The audio information is a fundamental information especially in the video, for example, the news and the movie. The
audio is a significant indication of the important events in the
video, even not mentioning that the speech is an important
information embedded in the audio channel. We will explain
how we segment the into homogeneous regions and classify
each segment while use the class name as the important
textual keywords in video information fusion.
1) Audio segmentation: Audio segmentation is a very important processing stage for most audio analysis approaches.
The goal is to split an uninterrupted audio signal into
homogeneous segments. The audio signal is not always
meaningfully continuous and might contain segments of
silence or noise. Under this inspiration, we prefer audio
segmentation in order to identify the useless audio segment
like silence and furthermore facilitate the audio classification
in order to improve accuracy.
The segmentation part is achieved by removing the silence
and detecting the pitch through a semi-supervised approach:
a Support Vector Machine (SVM) model [13][15] is trained
to distinguish between high-energy and low-energy shortterm frames. Toward this end, 10% of the highest energy
frames along with the 10% of the lowest ones are used. Then,
the SVM is applied (with a probabilistic output) on the whole
recording and a dynamic threshold is used to detect the active
segments. The principle is to detect the pitch of the audio
file using SVM, then according to the preferred parameter,
the approach will remove the short segments which is the
silence with its pitch lower than the threshold. Although the
segmentation step only considers the pitch of the audio, it has
effective performance. The result of the audio segmentation
is a list of segments, while an example of segmentation is
shown in Fig. 1 for the audio example of 20 seconds.1 .
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Applying this segmentation model on the audio clip, we
get a list of time-points representing pitch change points in
time. The audio segmentation is conducted before the audio
classification in order to select only the high energy and
useful audio segments.
2) Audio classification: Audio classification [16] is
the technology classifying the audio segment or shot into
predefined classes. In this paper, we would use class names
as the semantic text too. To accomplish this goal, we decide
to take advantage of the existing Multi-Instance Learning
(MIL)[2] model to classify the audio signal.
Multiple Instance Learning is essentially a kind of
supervised learning approach. Each audio event contains
a set of instances, and each instance presents one feature
of the data. In MIL, one event is recognized as a positive
event only if it contains at least one positive event. On the
contrary, one event is negative when none of the instances
is positive. In audio classification, one event presents one
audio clip, and each instance presents different feature
of the audio signal. We assign an attention parameter to
each instance. The class of the event is calculated by the
expectation of the class of each instance, which is the
product of the probability and the attention parameter. MIL
is represented in Eq. 1.
We define a probability space for each bag Bn for
each class k. The probability measure ank satisfies Eq.2,
which represents the probability of each instance. The closer
ank is to 1, the more this instance is attended. While the
closer ank is to 0, the less this instance is being considered
in the class prediction for this event. For one event, the sum
of the attention parameter should be equal to 1.
L(Bn ) = Eank (Ck (x)) =

X

Ck (x)ank (x)

(1)

x∈Bn

X

ank (x) = 1

(2)

x∈Bn

where n is the number of the events, k is the number of instances in the event, ank decides how important this instance
is, and Ck presents the classification result of the instance.
E represents the function of expectation calculating.
B. Visual information extraction

Fig. 1.

Scheme for Audio Segmentation

1 https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2hLTOikyKLJWjBYZ3E2ZEh3
R2JRSUpib254R3ZWdDJPQUZN

Keyframe extraction [17] is an effective way to summarize the video. Keyframe refers to the image frame in the
video sequence which is representative and able to reflect
the summary of a video content. In this paper, we use
a keyframes extraction algorithm named Video MaximalMarginal Relevance(Video-MMR) [14]. Video-MMR iteratively selects keyframes to construct a summary by selecting
a keyframe whose visual content is similar to the content
of the videos, but at the same time, it is different from
the frames already selected in the summary. The selected
keyframe is defined as Eq. 3:
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V ideo-M R(fi ) =λSim1 (fi , V \ S)
− (1 − λ) max Sim2 (fi , g)

(3)

g∈S

where V is the set of all frames in all videos, S is the current
set of selected frames, g is a frame in S and f is a candidate
frame for selection. Based on this measure, a summary can be
constructed by selecting the keyframe iteratively with Video
Maximal Marginal Relevance (Video-MMR):
Sk+1 = Sk ∪ arg max (λSim1 (fi , V \ Sk )−
fi ∈V \Sk

(1 − λ) max Sim2 (fi , g))

(4)

g∈Sk

Where Sim2 is the similarity between frames fi and g. The
keyframes are extracted with their current time in the video.
We identify the visual objects in the keywords [25] and
bring the keywords information to the visual information
extraction.
C. Text Processing
In this section, we process text, including speech transcripts, in order to extract the keywords from all the available
text sources: video title, video description, and speech text.
We also use the Neural Network text classification for brand
safety and sentiment analysis to only keep user-friendly text
content.
1) Text summarization: Text summarization [20] is the
task of creating a short, accurate, and fluent summary of a
longer text document. Basically, it contains two main tasks:
keywords extraction and sentence extraction. In this paper,
we apply the keywords extraction algorithm in order to
extract the most representative keywords from all the text
sources, for example, video title, video description, video
speech text from Automatic Speech Recognition. The task
of keyword extraction algorithm is to automatically identify
a set of text keywords that best describe the whole text. The
simplest possible approach is to use a frequency criterion
with PageRank algorithm [21] after the word is converted to
the vector. To implement text keyword summarization, we
exploit the mature toolkit Gensim [22].
However, the keywords from text summarization contain
the outliers in semantics, which are not representing the core
meaning of the video text source. Thus, we propose to use a
cross-validation filtering in text semantic meaning in order to
purify the keywords to make them more consistent in the text
meaning. We decide to use the words’ cosine similarity to the
other words in the keywords to filter out the outliers. We first
convert the words to sparse vectors in high dimensions by
word representation with Wikipedia trained data [24]. Then
we compute the average cosine similarity of one word to all
the other keywords according to Eq. 5.
X
sima =
sima∈W,b∈W (Va , Vb ))/(n − 1)
(5)
n−1

where a and b are two words in keywords set W with
the number of words n, and V is the vector of one word.
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If the sima is smaller than the selected threshold 0.15
from empirical experiments, we remove this word a from
keywords cluster.
2) Text Classification: Text classification [10] is an important research topic of natural language processing (NLP),
which is widely used in both research and industry with
the popularity of artificial intelligence. To this end, we
use a CNN model proposed by Yoon Kim[11] to do text
classification for the purpose of defining brand safety and
sentiment analysis.
a) Brand safety analysis: Brand safety is extensively
noticed in the Internet business to avoid the unfavorable
content or information being delivered to the customer. Brand
safety cares the following domains according to normal
definitions: adult, alcohol, arms, crime, death, hate speech,
illegal drug, military conflict, obscenity, online piracy, spam,
terrorism, and tobacco. We classify the text of a video by
these 13 classes, and if the text is classified into one or
multiple classes, the video skim would not be produced since
the unfavorable content is detected.
b) Sentiment analysis: Simply speaking, Sentiment
analysis [23] is to classify the text into two classes: positive
(reader favorable) and negative (reader unfavorable). And we
use the same approach of text classification [11] while consider sentiment analysis is a simplified problem of 2-classes
classification with ”positive” and ”negative” compared to the
normal text classification by CNN.
If one video is classified into one or multiple classes of
brand safety or classified as ”negative”, we will not produce
video skim of this video since it is not user-friendly.
D. MSI Information Fusion
In general, the application of data fusion methods contributes to those tasks that request any type of parameter
estimation from multi-sources, which is an efficient method
to regroup data. Information fusion refers to the process
of integrating multiple sources to produce more consistent,
accurate and useful information than that provided by any
individual data source. We first review several relevant fusion
methods in audio and video analysis and demonstrate our
own fusion approach, which makes full use of the previous
information.
1) Information Fusion Review: In an earlier literature[12],
information fusion strategies have been classified into 3 levels: feature level, classifier level, and decision level. Feature
fusion belongs to early fusion, which is the simplest to implement and is suitable for those applications which require
very fast processing of data. However, it could not be applied
to most tasks where strictly temporally synchronized data are
not usable. Classifier fusion is one of the intermediate fusion
strategies, which is an attempt to overcome the limitations of
both early and late fusion strategies. In the classier fusion, we
could apply a weighted combination of different modalities
based on their reliability. These weighted combinations,
however, are taken on each frame, allowing for a much ner
combination of data than in late fusion. Such fusion schemes
are widely used in audio-visual speech recognition systems.
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The combination of probability scores or likelihood values
obtained from separate uni-modal classifiers to come up with
a combined decision are all involved in late or decision level
fusion. The combinations of schemes with an appropriate
weighting scheme has been used for audio-visual speech
recognition. However, in the case of audio-visual speech
recognition, the late fusion strategy has been shown to be
inferior to the intermediate fusion strategy.
The proposed algorithm MSI tries to fuse all the potential
indices by considering keywords relevance among them in
order to ensure its semantic relevance.
2) MSI video skimming: In the above sections, we have
explained in detail how we extract the following kinds of
information from the video: 1) the keyframes; 2) the audio
segments together with their audio classes; 3) the keywords
with time stamps; 4) the user favorable decision by brandsafe and sentiment analysis. If the user favorable decision is
positive, then we will first use time information to fuse all
above kinds of information represented as keywords.
a) Time-Domain Information Fusion: The time domain
information contains pitch time list and keyframes occurred
time list. We regroup all these time point information as a
long list, which contains the important time stamps in the
video. Furthermore, we match speech text information to
these time stamps and make a words list. Then we apply
text summarization to this list of words. Besides, we apply
also cross-validation to filter the keywords list. For all the
summarized keywords, we re-match the time stamps and take
the video keyframes or shots of these timestamps as one part
the video skimming. As well we keep the keywords of these
timestamps as a source of text summarized keywords to use
in the next step. We illustrate the principle of time-domain
information fusion in Fig. 2.
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in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3.

Text Domain Information Fusion

By combining two above keywords with times stamps,
we have obtained a complete time point list to generate the
video skimming. Then we could apply keywords summarization and cross-validation filtering to remove the duplicated
information again in order to get the final list of keywords
with timestamps, which is illustrated in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4.

Combination of Two Time Point List

For each time stamp, we take this stamp as the center
and form a fragment with the duration of each customized
segment. Finally, the connected video segments are regarded
as the final video skim produced by proposed MSI.
III. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
We will describe the experimental data results in this
section. Each information indices are in one subsection, with
the followed data of text classification. MSI information
fusion is in Section III-E.
A. Audio Segmentation

Fig. 2.

Time-Domain Information Fusion

b) Keyword-Domain Information Fusion: With the text
summarization step of all the sources ignoring the time
information, we have extracted the keywords from the whole
speech text with time stamps of text words. It is illustrated

First, we generate a synthetic audio signal as an example
to verify both the segmentation and classification model. The
official label declaration is available in Fig. 9 and the audio
signal is available2 . In the result of the segmentation and
classification test on the manually synthetic audio signal
shown in Fig. 5, we check from the human level that
the audio signal has been well-segmented. Then, for each
segment, we apply the classification model to predict the
class, if the audio segment is homogeneous, we save the
prediction class result, for example, 0 denotes class speech,
and 137 denotes class music. If not, for each part of the
segment, we cut it into 10 seconds or shorter segments and
also apply the classification model.
2 https://drive.google.com/open?id=1k-eyIcTMTwRiVeq1D3X24UJS3lYozi8j
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Fig. 5. Result of Segmentation and Classification on the Synthetic Audio
Signal.

We had also tested with a special audio signal which
contains pure and continuous gunshot sound as shown in
Fig. 6. In this result, number 430 in Google Audioset
denotes Artillery fire. After this test, we could find that the
classification model could still recognize those weird sound
like continuous gunshot sound.

Fig. 6.
Signal

Result of Segmentation and Classification on the Gunshot Audio

Using this method of pitch detection, we test with several
audio signals from YouTube platform, like the baby screaming in the zoo, video game recording with gunshot sound,
movie clips, the pitch list detected is exactly the high-pitch
point in the video. Applying first this segmentation model,
we split the audio into small segments and then execute
the classification step, which could save computation time
significantly and some of the results will present in the
following section.
B. Audio Classification
We choose Google AudioSet [26] as the training data of
audio classification with MIL model, which is a large-scale
collection of human-labeled 10-second sound clips drawn
from YouTube videos. For each sound clip, 128-dimensional
audio features extracted at 1Hz. The audio features were
extracted using a VGG-inspired acoustic model, trained on
a preliminary version of YouTube-8M [27]. The features
are PCA-ed and quantized to be compatible with the audio
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features provided with YouTube-8M. They are stored as TensorFlow record files. Since the features provided by Google
AudioSet is 128-dimensional audio embedding, we need to
extract embedding features from the raw audio signal using
VGGish model, which is a variant of the VGG model. It
could be used as a feature extractor. VGGish model converts
audio input features into a semantically meaningful, highlevel 128 dimensions embedding which can be fed as input to
a downstream classification model. The downstream model
can be shallower than usual because the VGGish embedding
is more semantically compact than raw audio features.
As the model is trained with Google AudioSet, which
contains only 10s audio clips, to classify the long audio
signal, we need to shift along the time sequence, the principle
is showed in Fig. 7.
Each second, the raw audio was calculated 10 times,
we used the predicted class most frequently seen in these
10 times as the final class for this second. In order to
accelerate the speed of computing, we use GPU parallel
computing to do the 10 times’ prediction of 1-second audio
duration. Having the embedding for the long audio signal,
we convert them into a matrix to predict the label using the
audio classication model pre-trained in order to shorten the
executing time as shown in Fig. 8.
To verify the performance of the MIL classification model,
we compare several models trained with different parameters,
number of iterations different training corpus. Finally, test
with a synthetic audio clip in 90 seconds, which contains two
classes of audio signal, ’music’ and ’speech’. The original
class result i presents in Fig. 9. In Fig. 9 y=0 means class
’speech’, y=137 means class ’music’, and y=527 means class
’no label’. The X-axis presents the time, and the Y-axis
presents the 528 classes provided by Google, from 0 to
526 are the original 527 classes. As we have mentioned
previously, if the audio signal is recognized as no label,
we defined its label as 527 for convenience, which means
the output prediction of the model shows this audio clip
belongs to none of the 527 originals classes. This synthetic
audio signal in Fig. 9 contains speech and music part, 0-30s:
speech, 30-50s: music, 50-60s: speech, 60-90s: music.
Since at the end of the training step, there is no more valuable improvement in accuracy, there might be the overfitting
of the model. Obviously, using 50k iteration model there
contains too much ”no label” result and we could observe
from the change point along the X-axis, the 30k iterations
model has higher precision according to the raw audio signal.
Therefore, in the following project, we use this 30k iterations
model. The comparison of 30k and 50k iterations are shown
in Fig. 9. The partial music section in 30K iteration model
is recognized as ”No label” because this part of music is not
typical and could be forgiven after the human validation.
We also test the model with an audio signal, named as
”scottish.wav” with original classes provided[13], which is
a segment of radio recording contains human speaking and
music. The ofcial label and predicted label using pre-trained
30k iterations model are in the figure above. Although the
result contains several ”no label” prediction, the overall trend
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A long audio signal
0s-10s signal

VGGish model

1s-11s singal

model

[10, 128] audio embedding

...
...
...
shift window size

Classification

[10, 128] audio embedding

extract feature

...
...
...
9s-19s signal

predicted class
predicted class
...
...
...

[10, 128] audio embedding

predicted class

9s-10s audio signal has been extracted features 10 times, classification prediction 10 times, got 10 classification results
The class appears the most is saved as the class of this second signal.

Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.

Scheme for Audio Classification

Scheme for Matrix Computation

Fig. 10.

30k Iterations Model Evaluating with scottish.wav Audio Signal

only consider the class exists along the audio signal and pay
less attention to the change point of the classification result
of every single second. Under this condition, we apply the
audio classification model in the following work.
The recognized audio class name is used as keywords too
in video skimming based on the keywords.
C. Keyframe extraction
Fig. 9. Synthetic Audio File Official Label Declaration and Predicted Label
with Different Models

of classification is correct and speech in music is reasonable
to be recognized as ”speech”, as shown in Fig. 10.
We could conclude that the model is useful. However,
the class prediction has about 2-5 seconds deviation with
the original label, which means it could not exactly get
the audio class change point, which might be caused by
its 10 seconds features. In fact, it is not influencing our
approach whether we could recognize the change point of
the audio signal class in our following discussion since we

In our experiment, the extracted keyframes successfully
represent the important video scenes and contents. In Fig. 11
We show it as an example keyframe of one selected video3 .
D. Text classification
To train the sentiment analysis model, we use Internet
Movie Database corpus4 with CNN sentence classification
[28]. While for brand safety, we set 13 classes to as”adult”,
3 Video
chosen
from
Youtube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nqnkBdExjws
4 https://www.imdb.com/interfaces/

platform:
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Fig. 11.
Keyframes Extract Result Using Video-MMR, Youtube
ID=’nqnkBdExjws’.

”alcohol”, ”arms”, ”crime”, ”death”, ”hate speech”, ”illegal drug”, ”military conflict”, ”obscenity”, ”online piracy”,
”spam”, ”terrorism”, and ”tobacco”. The training data of
brand safety is collected from Internet.
text = [
’The baby is lovely. I like him.’,
’The drug is dangerous for the world.’,
’Everyone should have the gun in the war.’,
’I like women.’]
classify result = [[],[’crime’],[’arms’],[]]
Fig. 12.

Example for Text Classification

From this example, we could easily discover that the text
classification is able to detect adult issue from sentences.
According to our test, we could basically conclude that the
text classication model performs well and have achieved the
similar accuracy described in [28], 88.7%. In addition, the
training and test corpus are collected by web crawling.
E. MSI Information Fusion
To valid this video skimming generation method, we chose
the video from the YouTube-8M dataset [27] with the news
class. To generate the video skim, we use the speech text
from the video which has been provided in YouTube in
English. Firstly, to choose the video from YouTube-8M
dataset, the reason why we choose the video in news class
is these videos always make up of several different scenes,
which is convenient for us to check the video skimming
quality. The other condition is to select the video with
English caption from speech recognition. Under these two
requirements, we selected several videos for the test.
After choosing the list of video IDs for the validation of
the method5 , we generate the video skim for each of them
and verify the proposed approach from multiple perspectives:
5 Original

videos
chosen
from
Youtube-8M
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Wi55nPHvTIjgkMYvGXDLexhvdL3cRn99aZ1mCNmwkM/edit?usp=sharing
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1) User-pleasant quality: Removing those video segments which contain adult issue or dangerous words like
’gun’,’sex’ and so on, with the result from text classification
in both audio and keyframes time-point caption information,
we finally check the video skim whether they still include
these information. According to the 19 video skims we’ve
generated, none of them contains these words, which means
they are the truly user-pleasant result.
2) Semantic quality: After checking the visual quality
of the video skims, we turn to verify the semantic quality
by keywords. Since the text information we have extracted
from the previous analysis is the keywords lists, we tried to
calculate the similarity score between keywords representing
the video skim and all the text information from the video to
check whether the video skim is meaningful and representative from the semantic level. To the best of our knowledge, it
is a novel approach and evaluation for video skim in keyword
semantics.
We prepare the following 3 kinds of text keywords from
video skims: 1) For each video, we get the complete speech
text and summarize keywords from it, which we called
text keyword. This is purely from text information of the
video 2) From the keyframes we extract using the VideoMMR algorithm, we also have a list of keyframe timestamps,
and then extract the speech text with these time stamps and
get the keywords, which we called text keywords. This is the
keywords from visual information of the video. 3) The video
skim is generating by the proposed MIL approach, which we
called MSI keyword from multi-model information. Having
these three lists of keywords, we use the similarity model to
calculate the similarity score between subtitle keywords list
and the other two lists. Here is the equation that presents
how we calculate the similarity score between two lists of
words.
1
Sim score video skim = (max SWi ,Lj )
(6)
N
where j = 1...N , Wi is the word in the first keywords list,
and Li is the word in the second list, N is the length of this
second list.
In this way, we obtain three similarity scores of three
keywords list with the same keywords number comparing to
the text information of the video, which could explain how
better the information in the keywords list presents the main
content of the original video caption. The results are shown
in Fig. 13. We use these similarity scores as the evaluation.
Finally, we found the SimM SI is always much higher than
the Simvisual and the Simtext , where SimM SI is 37.5%
higher than Simvisual in average and 44.3% higher than
Simtext in average. Thus we conclude that the video skims
from the proposed MSI approach have well summarized the
semantic content of the video in the universe of keywords
semantics and outperforms the approaches only using text
keywords or visual information.
IV. CONCLUSION

dataset:

In this paper, we have proposed a MSI video skimming
generation approach, which makes full use of the original
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Fig. 13.

Similarity Score Comparison

information of the video and try to conserve semantic content
of the video by temporal keywords relevance. In order to
extract useful information in each video information channel,
we exploit the state-of-the-art deep learning approaches.
Then we regroup and fuse semantic contents represented by
temporal keywords relevance. To keep away from the unfavorable contents like the adult content, we exploit the brandsafety and sentiment classification to detect unfavorable issues supported by the audio and text classification. Finally in
the experiment, we compare the video skims using different
approaches with respect to keywords semantics while video
skim generated by MSI has better performance than video
skims generated only by text or visual information. In the
future, we intend to improve the fluency of video skimming,
for example, avoiding semantic breaking in the skimming.
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